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The evolutionary conserved COP9 signalosome
(CSN), a large multisubunit complex, plays a central
role in regulating ubiquitination and cell signaling.
Here we report recombinant insect cell expression
and two-step purification of human CSN and demon-
strate its functional assembly. We further obtain
a three-dimensional structure of both native and
recombinant CSN using electron microscopy and
single particle analysis. Antibody labeling of CSN5
and segmentation of the structure suggest a likely
subunit distribution and the architecture of its helical
repeat subunits is revealed. We compare the struc-
ture of CSN with its homologous complexes, the
26S proteasome lid and eIF3, and propose a con-
served architecture implying similar assembly path-
ways and/or conserved substrate interaction modes.
INTRODUCTION
The COP9 signalosome (CSN) is an eight subunit protein com-
plex, CSN1–8 (Deng et al., 2000), conserved in eukaryotes
(Wei and Deng, 2003, and references therein). It regulates
diverse cellular events including cell cycle progression, gene
expression, and DNA repair (Wolf et al., 2003).
The best understood function of CSN biochemically is the den-
nedylation of cullin ring E3 ligases (Lyapina et al., 2001). Their
activity is modulated by attachment of Nedd8 (a ubiquitin-like
protein) via an isopeptide bond to a conserved lysine of the cullin
subunit (Liakopoulos et al., 1998). Neddylation induces a signifi-
cant change in the position of the RING finger subunit relative
to cullin (Duda et al., 2008), greatly enhancing both E2 recruit-
ment and ubiquitin transfer (Saha and Deshaies, 2008). This
can also lead to autoubiquitination and destruction of substrate
recognition subunits. Thus, CSN-mediated deneddylation not
only decreases the activity of cullin ring ligases on bona fide
substrates (Yang et al., 2002) but also protects them from self-
destruction and, somewhat paradoxically, functions as a positive
regulator in vivo (Schwechheimer et al., 2001; Wolf et al., 2003).
The isopeptidase activity of CSN is located in the zinc-coordi-
nating JAMM/MPN+ domain of CSN5 (Cope et al., 2002). CSN6
also has an N-terminal MPN (Mpr1-Pad1 N-terminal) domain,
which, however, lacks metal binding and catalytic activity.518 Structure 18, 518–527, April 14, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All righThe other six subunits have C-terminal PCI (proteasome,
COP9, and eIF3) domains. Structurally these domains can be
subdivided into an N-terminal helical repeat followed by a
globular winged helix fold (Dessau et al., 2008). The PCI-contain-
ing subunits are assumed to play a scaffolding role (Tsuge et al.,
2001).
There are two further macromolecular complexes that share
the composition of six PCI plus two MPN domain subunits—
the 26S proteasome lid (Glickman et al., 1998) and the eukaryotic
translation initiation factor eIF3 (Hinnebusch, 2006). Each CSN
subunit can be assigned a corresponding homologous sub-
unit from the lid. There is also a close functional resemblance:
Rpn11 of the lid also has an isopeptidase activity in its JAMM/
MPN+ motif. Furthermore, both CSN and lid act as binding plat-
forms for other proteins or protein complexes. The composition-
ally more divergent eIF3 functions as a scaffold during initiation
of protein synthesis and has no known enzymatic activity.
Structural insights into CSN prior to this work have been
limited. An electron microscopy (EM) study (Kapelari et al.,
2000) compared 2D class averages of CSN and the lid. Subunit
interactions within intact CSN have been explored by native
mass spectrometry (MS) (Sharon et al., 2009). The authors
showed that a reconstituted human CSN has a total mass of
321 kDa and contains a single copy of each subunit. CSN falls
apart into two subcomplexes, CSN1/2/3/8 and CSN4/5/6/7,
coupled by an interaction between CSN1 and CSN6.
To gain structural understanding of the organization and func-
tion of CSN we analyzed both native and recombinant human
complexes using negative stain EM and single particle analysis.
The obtained CSN structure allows the first comparison with
the lid and eIF3 revealing a conserved basic architecture.RESULTS
Recombinant CSN Expression and Purification
CSN is known to interact with a large number of proteins and
protein complexes in vivo and has a tendency to copurify with
Usp15 or certain kinases from human cells (Hetfeld et al.,
2005). This potential heterogeneity might adversely affect sin-
gle particle analysis of molecular images obtained by EM.
To address this and to enable structural analysis of CSN sub-
complexes we have developed a two-step procedure to purify
recombinant CSN. All full-length human CSN subunits were
assembled into a single MultiBac bacmid (Berger et al., 2004)
and coexpressed in High Five insect cells. Affinity purificationts reserved
Figure 1. Comparison of Recombinant and
Native CSN Samples
(A) Size-exclusion chromatography profile of
affinity-purified recombinant CSN.
(B) Silver-stained SDS-PAGE gel of native (left)
and recombinant (right) samples. Respective
CSN subunits are labeled with 1–8.
(C and D) Typical micrograph fields of recombi-
nant (C) and native (D) CSN. Individual molecular
images are indicated by arrows.
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Structure of the COP9 Signalosomeusing C-terminal StrepII tag on CSN3 followed by size-exclusion
chromatography yielded sufficiently pure, intact complex
(0.1 mg per liter of insect cell culture). The symmetrical appear-
ance of the gel-filtration peak (Figure 1A) indicates a homoge-
neous population. A comparison of native and recombinant
samples on silver stained SDS-PAGE (Figure 1B) demonstrates
similar relative subunit intensity. The only identified contaminant
in the purified CSN sample is dynein (Z. Zhang, personal commu-
nication), but we did not detect any of the aforementioned sub-
stoichiometric interaction partners. Calibrated size exclusion
chromatography (see Figure S1A available online) is consistent
with a molecular mass of 500 kDa for the peak fraction
(Figure 1A).
Enzymatic Activity
We purified recombinantly expressed full-length human Cul1-
Rbx1, which was subsequently neddylated in vitro (Fig-
ure S2A). The recombinant and the native samples were shown
to deneddylate Cul1 (Figures S2B and S2C).
Structural Analysis of Recombinant CSN
Recombinant CSN preparations were negatively stained and
imaged in a Tecnai F20 electron microscope: a typical field of
molecular images is shown in Figure 1C. Single molecular views
were manually selected resulting in a data set of 5556 particles.
Reference-free class averages (Figure S3A) were obtained using
refine2d from EMAN (Ludtke et al., 1999). A selection of refer-
ence-free class averages was subjected to angular reconstitu-
tion to determine their relative orientations and a 3D map was
calculated by weighted back projection. This and subsequent
analysis were performed without applying symmetry. The result-
ing ab initio 3D model exhibited similarity to the 26S proteasome
lid (da Fonseca and Morris, 2008; P.C. da Fonseca and E.P.M.,
unpublished data) as discussed below. As a validation of theStructure 18, 518–527, April 14, 2010angular reconstitution model, we per-
formed 3D analysis of the recombinant
CSN data set using a model of the 26S
proteasome lid (see below) as a starting
point. Several rounds of refinement
resulted in a very similar 3D structure
(Figure S4) to that obtained by angular
reconstitution but with slightly higher
resolution and better angular distribution.
Structural Analysis of Native CSN
Molecular images of native CSN (Fig-
ure 1D) obtained as described for therecombinant complex were of similar appearance to those
obtained with recombinant CSN (Figure 1C). Reference-free
classes calculated from 7877 molecular images using refine2d
were also in close agreement with those obtained from
recombinant CSN (Figure S3A). In each case, the majority of
the initial class averages appear divided into two lobes sepa-
rated by a central region of stain accumulation reminiscent of
the description by Kapelari et al. (2000). A 3D structure was
calculated from native CSN using the structure of recombinant
CSN as an initial reference. As a validation step, the protea-
some lid model was also used as a starting point. In both cases
the analysis converged after multiple rounds of refinement to
the same structure. Refined class averages, corresponding
surface views, and reprojections of the resulting native CSN
structure are shown in Figure 2A. The native CSN structure is
very similar to that obtained from recombinant CSN with no
evidence of additional density, which might arise from CSN-
associated proteins (Figure S3B). Since the native CSN struc-
ture is derived from a larger number of molecular images and
is characterized by a more complete range of angular views
(Figure S5B) it is used for the detailed interpretation that
follows.
CSN Structure and Mass
The structure of CSN contoured at a 3s threshold mea-
sures 100 3 140 3 150 A˚ and is relatively flat and somewhat
elongated with good connectivity (Figures 2B–2F). The level of
detail corresponds well with the estimated resolution of 25 A˚
(Figure S5A).
The volume of the CSN map contoured at a 3s threshold is
380 nm3, which corresponds to a mass of 320 kDa. This is
significantly less than the calibrated gel filtration mass estimates
of 450–500 kDa for both recombinant (Figure S1A) and native
(e.g., Menon et al., 2005) samples. However, it is supported byª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 519
Figure 2. CSN Structure and Proposed
Segmentation
(A) Representative selection of refined class aver-
ages (top), corresponding surface views (middle),
and reprojections of the 3D structure obtained
from native CSN (bottom).
(B–F) Surface views of the CSN structure con-
toured at a mass of 320 kDa. The proposed
segmentation is color coded on the right in (B),
(D), and (E) as indicated in (B). Solid black arrow
in (C) and (E) indicates the first connection
between the segments, the open arrow indicates
the second connection, and the solid pink arrow
indicates the third. (C) Sectioned surface views
cut at planes parallel to the first (left) and second
(right) connections show the varying diameter of
the cleft between the segments.
(G) Segmented surface view of CSN (top) and
mesh representation of its large segment in the
same orientation (middle). Eight ARM motifs
(blue) and seven TPR motifs (green) are docked
into the elongated densities and two winged helix
folds (red) are docked into neighboring globular
regions of the map. Bottom row shows orthogonal
views of the elongated densities with docked ARM
and TPR models.
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Structure of the COP9 SignalosomeMS data from recombinantly expressed and reconstituted
CSN [Sharon et al. (2009) concluded that CSN has a single
copy of each subunit adding up to a total mass of 321 kDa].
The apparent discrepancy may be resolved as follows. The
Stokes radius of the complex (upon which mobility in gel filtration
depends) is determined by its maximum dimensions. This will be
higher for a segmented structure with an empty cavity such as
CSN than for a globular protein of the same mass. The effective
excluded volume for CSN can be estimated by including
the empty cavity in the calculation, giving rise to a value of
580 nm3, corresponding to a mass of 490 kDa (Figure S1B).520 Structure 18, 518–527, April 14, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedAntibody Labeling of CSN5
To facilitate interpretation of our CSN
map, we purified recombinant CSN
with anti-His6 IgG bound to the His6
tag at the N terminus of CSN5 (Fig-
ure S6A). Negatively stained images of
this preparation showed molecular
images of unlabeled CSN, as well as
molecular images that could be recog-
nized as typical views of CSN associated
with protein density attributable to IgG
(Figure 3A). A detailed interpretation of
these views was achieved by multirefer-
ence alignment with reprojections of the
3D structure of CSN. This allows the
direct identification of the density arising
from CSN (Figures 3B and 3C) as well
as its orientation, as illustrated by surface
views (Figure 3D). Likewise the same
views were multireference aligned against
reprojections of an IgG map (PDB ID:
1igt), Fourier filtered to a resolution of20 A˚. This confirmed that the non-CSN density is indeed derived
from IgG (Figures 3B–3D). We calculated a low resolution 3D
reconstruction of the labeled complex (Figure S6B). Although
somewhat noisy, the reconstruction recovers a reasonably accu-
rate representation of the CSN complex with extra density
emanating from one end of the complex. This density appears
consistent in 3D with a portion of the IgG. CSN5 has an MPN
domain close to its N terminus (see below; Figure 4) and the
maximum dimension of homologous MPN domains is 50 A˚
(Ambroggio et al., 2004; Sanches et al., 2007). Hence, a large
portion of CSN5 is likely to lie within a sphere of 50 A˚ diameter
Figure 3. Antibody Labeling of CSN5
(A) Molecular images of recombinant CSN labeled with an anti-His6 IgG at the N-terminal His6 tag of CSN5.
(B) Corresponding reprojections from the CSN structure and an IgG model.
(C) Color coded schematic identifying CSN (gray) and IgG (red) densities.
(D) Surface representations of the CSN structure (gray) and IgG model (red) in views corresponding to (A)–(C).
(E) Surface view showing a region (cyan) likely to contain the MPN domain of CSN5.
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Structure of the COP9 Signalosomecentered at the interface between CSN and the Fab density
(Figure 3E, cyan).
Structure Prediction
As the basis for a more detailed interpretation of the CSN map,
we considered structure predictions for the individual human
CSN sequences using the Phyre (Kelley and Sternberg, 2009)
and the I-TASSER (Zhang, 2008) servers. The resulting sec-
ondary structure predictions for CSN subunits together with
their homologs from the 26S proteasome lid and eIF3 are
summarized in Figure 4.
The two MPN subunits, CSN5/6, are predicted to adopt the
globular a/b folds expected from crystallographic data of homol-
ogous MPN domains (Ambroggio et al., 2004; Sanches et al.,
2007).
Likewise, predictions for the small PCI subunits CSN7A/7B/8
are also consistent with structural data for close homologs
AtCSN7 (Dessau et al., 2008) and eIF3k (Wei et al., 2004),
respectively. Their PCI domains can be structurally subdividedStructure 18,into a C-terminal winged helix fold and a bundle of N-terminally
located a-helical repeats that are intimately associated with
the winged helix.
CSN1–4 share this PCI motif but also contain substantial
N-terminal extensions predicted to consist of a further series
of a helices interspersed with coils. Previous bioinformatical
analyses have proposed superhelical structures (e.g., HEAT,
TPR, etc.) for these regions (Ciccarelli et al., 2003; Scheel and
Hofmann, 2005). These findings are supported by structure
predictions from Phyre and I-TASSER that assign the related
HEAT, TPR, and Armadillo (ARM) superhelical folds to these
sequences (Figure 5A). To aid recognition of these folds at the
resolution of our study we converted molecular models for
CSN1–3 (HEAT, TPR, and ARM, respectively) to electron densi-
ties and Fourier-filtered them to 25 A˚ (Figure 5B).
CSN Structure Segmentation
Native MS studies show that CSN forms two stable subcom-
plexes: CSN1/2/3/8 and CSN4/5/6/7 with respective masses of518–527, April 14, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 521
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Figure 5. Tertiary Structure Predictions for
CSN1–4 and Interpretation of Elongated
Densities of the Large Segment
(A) The two structure prediction servers used,
Phyre and I-TASSER, were unanimous that the
N-terminal domains of CSN1–4 fold into extended
helical repeats. The top scoring fold predictions
for each subunit are summarized. I-TASSER uses
a C-score between 2 (best) and 5 to assess the
prediction quality, whereas Phyre reports an
e-value with best scores asymptotically close to
zero.
(B) The appearance of such models converted
to a molecular envelope with a 25 A˚ resolution.
(C) Comparison between the structure of the large
segment of CSN and models of extended helical
repeats. (i) Structure of the large CSN subunit
represented as mesh with segmented extended
densities shown as surfaces. (ii) Models of TPR
and ARM helical repeats aligned to the CSN densi-
ties. The model densities show twists arising from
their superhelical conformation that are similar to
those in the extended densities of the large CSN
segment.
(D) Orthogonal views of the densities (i) and the
models (ii) shown in (C).
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Structure of the COP9 Signalosome171 and 150 kDa (Sharon et al., 2009). Our map (Figure 2B-2G)
can also be divided into two segments corresponding to the
two lobes observed in projection images (Figure 2A, Figure S3A).
The smaller segment (Figures 2B–2G, yellow) is mostly glob-
ular, its predominant feature being a disc-like density that can
be partially assigned to CSN5 (Figure 3E). This is the first indica-
tion that this segment corresponds to the CSN4/5/6/7 subcom-
plex. Furthermore, as outlined above, it contains one subunit
(CSN4) predicted to possess an extended superhelical domain
and three more globular subunits. There appears to be both suffi-
cient globular (in the disc-like area adjacent to the CSN5 assign-
ment) and extended density (Figure 2D, yellow) to account for
that in the small segment.Figure 4. Secondary Structure Predictions for PCI and MPN Domain Subunits from Human CSN
Consensus secondary structure predictions were calculated with Phyre based on three servers: Psi-Pred, SS
subunits are consistent with a winged helix domain (abaabb) toward the C terminus and an N-terminal portio
helical repeats of various length and type (see also Figures 5A and 5B). Helical repeat and winged helix bounda
have been annotated or predicted for short regions (10 aa) of CSN1/3/7A/7B but are left out because of
between different databases and servers. Sequence identities among pairwise homologous subunits (indicate
of CSN5/Rpn11/eIF3f (>30%).
Structure 18, 518–527, April 14, 2010The larger segment, on the other hand,
is predominantly characterized by a
lattice-like arrangement of extended
twisted rods (Figure 5C, i; and Figure 2G,
gray). They are strikingly similar in size
and shape to TPR and ARM models
obtained for CSN2/3 (Figures 5B–5D, ii).
This correspondence was further investi-
gated by manually docking models with
eight ARM repeats (CSN3) and seven
TPR repeats (CSN2) along with the glob-
ular winged helix fold into the largesegment (Figure 2G). The good agreement between the modeled
coordinates and EM density and the fact that there would be
space for one more elongated structure and one more globular
structure [e.g., for CSN1 and CSN8 (data not shown)] strongly
support the assignment of this segment to the CSN1/2/3/8 sub-
complex. Nevertheless, the similarity between the related ARM
and TPR folds at the current resolution (Figure 5B) and uncer-
tainties in the exact conformation of the predicted structures
preclude direct identification of individual CSN subunits in this
way.
As a final test of this assignment we compared the volumes,
and hence masses, of the two segments with those of the
respective subcomplexes. Mass estimates were made from, 26S Proteasome Lid, and eIF3 Complexes
Pro, and JNet. Predictions for each of the CSN PCI
n composed of a series of a helices likely to adopt
ries are indicated for CSN sequences. Coiled-coils
inconsistencies in their presence and/or location
d) are25% on average with the notable exception
ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 523
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Structure of the COP9 Signalosomefour separate reconstructions, two from the native data set and
two from the recombinant, by separating the data in an identical
manner to that used for the resolution estimate. The contoured
masses of the corresponding segments were averaged to give
147.7 ± 3.9 kDa for the small segment and 177.3 ± 4.5 kDa for
the large; these values agree well with the masses of CSN4/5/
6/7 (150 kDa) and CSN1/2/3/8 (171 kDa).
The larger segment measures 40 3 100 3 150 A˚ and the
smaller 50 3 75 3 140 A˚ (Figures 2B–2E, gray and yellow).
The two segments, substantially divided by a cleft, are nearly
orthogonal and are linked by three contact points (Figures 2C
and 2E, arrows).
DISCUSSION
Here we report a 3D EM analysis of CSN at a resolution of25 A˚.
We analyzed both a native and a recombinant sample. Our map
has sufficient detail to allow an interpretation of the structural
organization of the complex and for some hypotheses about
its function. Furthermore, we compared the structure with the
homologous PCI complexes (eIF3 and the 26S proteasome lid)
and observed a common architecture.
Recombinant CSN
Large multisubunit protein complexes pose a significant chal-
lenge to recombinant production for structural analysis. In this
work we address this issue for human CSN using a single Multi-
Bac bacmid. We have thoroughly compared our recombinant
system with a native sample and conclude that we obtain
correctly assembled and fully active complex in sufficient
amounts and purity for EM and biochemical studies.
As a first test of CSN assembly in insect cells, we compared its
enzymatic activity to a native sample (Figure S2). Recombinant
CSN displayed somewhat higher enzymatic activity, possibly
due to its freshness and lack of the freeze-thaw cycle associated
with the native sample (which was obtained commercially in
a frozen state). Both mono- and poly-neddylation of Cul1 have
been reported in vivo and in vitro (Ohki et al., 2009; Jones
et al., 2008). It is worth noting that both CSN samples could
deconjugate both variants (Figures S2B and S2C).
We further demonstrate that recombinant CSN adopts the
same 3D structure as the equivalent complex purified from
human erythrocytes (Figure S3B). Hence doubts about incorrect
assembly during expression in insect cells or subunit losses
during purification can be excluded. Moreover, we can conclude
that analysis of the native sample is not affected by heteroge-
neity due to substoichiometric binding partners.
Our CSN bacmid contains both human CSN7 isoforms.
Although we have not experimentally tested the incorpora-
tion into the analyzed complexes, we assume that each com-
plex contains a single copy of either CSN7A or CSN7B as
reported by Sharon et al. (2009). The potential structural hetero-
geneity of CSN complexes is unlikely to be relevant at 25 A˚
resolution.
Structure Segmentation and Connectivity
We propose a segmentation of our CSN structure that is in good
agreement with subunit interaction data from MS (Sharon et al.,
2009). This technique identified a single subunit interaction524 Structure 18, 518–527, April 14, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All righ(CSN1-CSN6) between the two segments. In contrast, filter-
binding assays and yeast two-hybrid analysis (Fu et al., 2001;
Kapelari et al., 2000, and references therein), as well as binding
studies of reconstituted subcomplexes (Dessau et al., 2008), all
indicate additional subunit contacts among members of the two
clusters (reviewed in Pick et al., 2009). At our current resolution
we can clearly identify three connections between the large
and small segment. Given the likely extended conformation of
CSN1 (Figures 5A and 5B), it is possible that the two neighboring
connections (Figures 2C and 2E, black arrows) are consistent
with a common subunit-subunit interaction. Nevertheless, the
two additional connections may correspond to further subunit
interactions.
Extended Density Patches and PCI Subunits
A lattice-like arrangement formed from twisted rod-like densi-
ties is a prevalent feature of the CSN structure, particularly in
the larger segment, which we assign to the CSN1/2/3/8 sub-
complex (Figures 2, 5C, and 5D). We suggest that the rod-like
densities arise from extended superhelical domains associated
with the N termini of CSN1/2/3/4. Experimental evidence
from X-ray crystallography of the PCI subunits eIF3k (Wei
et al., 2004) and AtCSN7 (Dessau et al., 2008) demonstrate
that they comprise a compact C-terminal winged helix fold inti-
mately associated with an N-terminal helical bundle of variable
length and fold. Both our structural predictions (Figures 4 and
5A and 5B) and previous bioinformatical analysis of CSN1/2/
3/4 (Ciccarelli et al., 2003; Scheel and Hofmann, 2005; Pick
et al., 2009) postulate further N-terminal bihelical repeats in
a PCI-associated module (PAM domain). However, these
extended superhelical PAM domains can either form contin-
uous extensions of the helical bundles of the PCI domains,
giving rise to rod-like morphologies, or alternatively adopt a
more integrated globular conformation. Our observation of
extensive twisted rod-like features within CSN (Figures 5C and
5D) supports the existence of continuous superhelical domains.
It has been suggested that the PCI subunits play a scaffolding
role within the complex (Tsuge et al., 2001); our structure offers
the first glimpse into the nature of this scaffolding. It can be
deepened by higher resolution and more precise subunit
mapping. The expression and purification system presented
here can be easily adapted to produce the relevant CSN sub-
complexes.
Structural Comparison of CSN with the 26S Proteasome
Lid and eIF3
The sequence homology among the individual PCI and MPN
domain subunits of the three complexes is well documented
(Wei and Deng, 2003; Pick et al., 2009). Our tertiary structure
prediction results further corroborate the notion that the corre-
sponding building blocks of CSN, lid, and eIF3 adopt very similar
3D structures. A central question is whether these similarly
folded subunits assemble into similar quaternary structures.
EM studies of the 26S proteasome from our laboratory
(da Fonseca and Morris, 2008) allowed a segmentation of a lid
subcomplex based on considerations of subunit locations in
subcomplexes of the 26S proteasome (Glickman et al., 1998).
The side of the CSN structure is 2.5 nm shorter and its front
2 nm broader than the lid. Remarkably, both mapsts reserved
Figure 6. Comparison of CSNwith Segmen-
tations of the 26S Proteasome Lid and eIF3
The published eIF3 structure was modified as illus-
trated in Figure S8. The 26S proteasome lid is from
da Fonseca and Morris (2008). All three complexes
are Fourier-filtered to limit their resolution to40 A˚
to facilitate comparison. They each exhibit a
common architecture reminiscent of palm (pink)
with partly curved fingers (blue).
Structure
Structure of the COP9 Signalosome(Figure S7) feature the extended density patches interpreted as
PCI subunits. The detailed arrangements of these densities,
however, differ between CSN and lid.
Due to the greater compositional complexity of eIF3, a quater-
nary structure comparison involved removing densities for its left
arm (involved in IRES binding) (Siridechadilok et al., 2005) and
right arm (Figure S8; see Experimental Procedures). The con-
toured mass of the thus modified eIF3 structure (640 kDa) is
higher than expected just for its PCI+MPN subunits (535 kDa).
The side of the segmented eIF3 is 3 nm longer than the CSN
and its front is 4 nm longer, mostly due to the length of the
left leg. It is conceivable that some non-PCI/MPN subunits are
contained in the left leg density as it is interacting with the 40S
ribosome (Siridechadilok et al., 2005).
The three structures, aligned and band-pass filtered to a
resolution of 40 A˚, are shown in Figure 6. The structures were
compared quantitatively using Chimera, giving rise to correlation
coefficients of 0.64 between CSN and lid, and 0.46 between
CSN and eIF3. Similarity between the complexes is strong at a
general architectural level rather than detail, in line with their
distinct biochemical roles. They can all be likened to a hand
with its fingers partially curled upwards. This is illustrated by
coloring the parts that we associate with the ‘‘palm’’ in pink
and the ‘‘fingers’’ in blue. Note that for CSN the surface corre-
sponding to the fingers includes the entire small segment and
a neighboring portion of the large. It is not inconceivable that
homologous subunits among the complexes reside within the
architecturally similar parts.
Interesting parallels can be found in published studies.
Two clusters (Rpn5/6/8/9/11 and Rpn3/7/12/Sem1) and a stable
Rpn5/6/8/9 subcomplex have been reported for the lid (Fu et al.,
2001; Sharon et al., 2006). Apart from the discussed CSN sub-
complexes, mini-CSN complexes have been observed in vivoStructure 18, 518–527, April 14, 2010(Tomoda et al., 2002). Three major sub-
complexes of eIF3 were documented
(Zhou et al., 2008). Further to the recur-
ring theme of stable subcomplexes it is
worth noting that the two MPN subunits
are found interacting with each other in
all three complexes as are the homologs
CSN3/Rpn3/eIF3l with the small atypical
PCI subunits CSN8/Rpn12/eIF3k (Pick
et al., 2009). An intriguing open question
is whether these observations could add
up into a conserved assembly pathway
whose signature is the common architec-
ture observed here. A further possibility,
more relevant for the catalytically activeCSN and lid, is that substrates might be positioned into the
groove between the fingers and palm domains. In this light it
is interesting to note that there is structural complementarity
between cullin and the cleft between the two CSN segments—
the average diameter of this cavity is 3–4 nm and such are the
diameters of the three cullin repeats (Zheng et al., 2002). Most
importantly, this common architecture gives a sound basis for
interpreting any relevant high-resolution structures to come in
the broader context of the PCI/MPN complexes.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Cloning, Expression, Purification, Antibody Labeling,
and Functional Assays
Purified native human erythrocyte CSN, APPBP1-Uba3, UbcH12, and Nedd8
were purchased from Biomol International. Full description of cloning, expres-
sion, purification, and antibody labeling of recombinant human CSN, Cul1,
and Rbx1 as well as in vitro neddylation and deneddylation is given in the
Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
EM Sample Preparation and Data Collection
CSN (3 ml) was applied to glow-discharged quantifoil grids coated with thin
carbon, washed with buffer, and stained with 2% uranyl acetate. Images
were collected with a Tecnai F20 electron microscope on a 4000 3 4000
CCD detector at a nominal magnification of 50,000 and an underfocus level
that placed the first minimum in the contrast transfer function at 18 A˚. Images
were binned by a factor of two, resulting in a pixel size of 3.47 A˚ at specimen
level. Low dose settings were used exposing with 100 e/A˚2, significantly
improving the signal-to-noise ratio without resolution loss beyond 20 A˚.
Particle Selection and Pre-processing
Single molecular views were chosen manually using Boxer, part of EMAN
(Ludtke et al., 1999). Data stacks were high-pass filtered below 250 A˚,
masked with a circle, normalized to zero mean and standard deviation of 2
in IMAGIC-5 (van Heel et al., 1996), and low-pass filtered above 15 A˚ in SPIDER
(Frank et al., 1996).ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 525
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Structure of the COP9 SignalosomeStructure Determination and Refinement
After reference-free classification with refine2d from EMAN, classes were
manually selected and submitted to an in-house angular reconstitution routine
(R.I.E. and E.P.M., unpublished data). In brief, cross-sinogram cross-correla-
tion functions were calculated for eight class averages and sets of Euler angle
solutions were scored on consistency of redundant assignments. Iterating with
partially overlapping subsets of classes yielded consistent solutions for
15 distinct views. These were then used to calculate an initial reference 3D
structure.
Since the obtained model showed similarity to the 26S proteasome lid, both
the 3D map derived from angular reconstitution and a segmented lid model
derived from the 26S proteasome (da Fonseca and Morris, 2008) served as
starting points for refinement. Each cycle includes reprojecting a 3D model
in IMAGIC; multireference alignment of the pre-processed data sets in
SPIDER; multivariate statistical analysis, classification, projection matching,
and 3D reconstruction in IMAGIC and manual selection of matching classes
and reprojections. Refinement progression was monitored based on the
improvement of class averages in terms of internal details and filling of unoc-
cupied regions of the Euler sphere.
Three-dimensional maps were visualized, aligned, and segmented in UCSF
Chimera (Goddard et al., 2007).
Sequence Alignments
Pairwise sequence alignments were calculated with lalign (http://www.ch.
embnet.org/software/LALIGN_form.html) using the BLOSUM62 scoring
matrix with opening and extending gap penalties of 11 and 1, respectively.
When more than one aligning sequence segment was found, percent identities
quoted in Figure 4 are from the longest segment.
Structure Prediction
The web-based structure prediction servers Phyre (Kelley and Sternberg,
2009) and I-TASSER (Zhang, 2008) were used. Phyre produces a consensus
secondary structure prediction from Psi-Pred (McGuffin et al., 2000), SSPro
(Pollastri et al., 2002), and JNet (Cole et al., 2008). These consensus predic-
tions are illustrated in Figure 4. Both servers also produce tertiary structure
models. Each Phyre model is based on a unique PDB entry (the folds of the
top-scoring molecular models are summarized in Figure 5A). I-TASSER-
derived models do not link directly to an experimentally solved structure.
The online DaliLite server (Holm et al., 2008) was used to determine the nature
of predicted helical repeats (top-scoring models are also presented in
Figure 5A).
Alignment of CSN, Lid, and eIF3 Maps
The CSN map was aligned in a canonical orientation according to its axes of
inertia using the implementation of Lanzavecchia et al. (2001). The thus aligned
CSN was used as a reference for the lid and eIF3 maps in the same software.
A very similar alignment was achieved when first canonically aligning the lid
and then using it as a reference. To improve the alignment of eIF3 with respect
to CSN, the two maps were loaded in UCSF Chimera and the option ‘‘Fit Map in
Map’’ was used. The obtained 3D alignment (Figure S7) highlighted two densi-
ties only present in the eIF3 map.
Segmentation
Removal of densities for purposes of map segmentation was a three-step
process. First the ‘‘Volume Eraser’’ tool in Chimera was used for manual
removal of densities. The resulting map was then saved out in mrc format, con-
verted to a binary mask, and applied to the original map within IMAGIC.
Segmentation of both the small and large segments of CSN, individual rod-
like densities of the large segment as well as eIF3, was performed in this
way. Mass estimates of the resulting volumes were calculated in IMAGIC using
the display thresholds from UCSF Chimera.ACCESSION NUMBERS
The map of native CSN has been deposited in the EMDataBank under
accession number EMD-1700.526 Structure 18, 518–527, April 14, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All righSUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes eight figures and Supplemental Experi-
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